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Abstract:  Finding the appropriate contestants for a vacant job becomes a difficult process, especially when there are many job 

aspirants. Manual process of evaluating resumes could obstruct the recruiter team's efforts to appoint the right individual at the right 

time for that particular vacancy. The main aim of this thesis is that the proposed model should be able to find the right applicant 

resume from the pack of curriculum vitae or the resumes and also make sense of candidate’s resume based on the personal 

information, qualification, skills and the experience. Assured whether the hired candidate is capable of doing the job. The proposed 

model will work in mainly in two steps that is firstly preprocessing which includes cleaning, pickle (which keeps the track of the 

objects it has already serialized), Tokenization, Preparation, Feature extraction (TF – IDF) and feature mapping of the resumes. 

Secondly deployment and inference this includes the classifier, similarity computation, ranking, and the result. This proposed system 

work with number of resumes for first classifying the right class using different classifier of machine learning, once classification 

has been done then as per the job description, then the appropriate resume will be recommended, Naïve Bayes, Content-based 

Recommendation, using cosine similarity and by using k-NN to identify the CVs that are nearest to the provided job description. 

K-nearest neighbor classifier and Naive Bayes can perform well to this proposed model compared to other machine learning 

classifiers. The proposed model is able to bifurcate among the ‘n’ number of resumes the system and should be able to suggest  a 

short set of subsets of resumes that are appropriate. 

 

Index Terms - Resume Recommendation, Tokenization, Content based recommendation, K-Nearest Neighbor. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Since there is a increase in usage of the internet from the past few years so this has brought a huge change in the process of job 

recruitments. All the job openings are conducted online on the company’s website or various online job recruitment platforms or 

employment platforms which are available online or social media which has made job opening announcement, advertisements 

which is readily made available much more accessible to job aspirants or the job seekers. Job applications has drafted to online with 

emails and direct applications on the recruitment platform as the standard. The direct applications and emails are the two main 

changes that has led to the thousands of job application for the recruitment process. This proposed model has overcome the all 

issues which are mentioned in the research gap of the literature survey done as a part of this study of proposed model. 

The direct applications and emails are the two main changes due to internet that has led to the thousands of job application from the 

job seekers for the recruitment process. 

Today the many companies, industries face few crucial challenges: 

• Picking the right candidates from the pool of resumes – India is a vast country with lot of unemployment of many graduates in 

various fields of education. It is manually not possible to screen each and every resume that is received in the job portal and finding 

the right candidate for match for the given job description. This process of hiring makes the whole recruitment process gradually 

slow and thus making it tedious task causing efficient resources of the companies to waste. 

• To be clear about the resumes of job aspirants or to make sense – The next challenge is related to the fact that is that the structure 

and format of the resumes in the market are practically nonstandard different and unique. The recruiter has to screen the resumes 

manually particular resumes to find the suitable candidate to match to the given description details of the job. There are chances of 

getting exposed to error where a fair applicant or the suitable job applicant for the particular vacany might get dropped in the job 

recruitment process. 

• Knowing that candidates that are hired can do the job –The last challenge is about mapping the resume to the job description to 

understand if the hired candidate can do the job that is been assigned to him or her. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The literature survey provides a analysis on the project report. It briefs about the various research and review study made in the 

field of research interest. Since the literature survey gives the right direction for the research area it is considered as to add a great 

significance. Literature survey provides the description of the sources that have contributed to carry out the research successfully. 

The guidelines are provided through which the various input can be provided in the literature survey. 

[1] In this work, they have used the linear support vector machine for mapping of the resume and the job description but the 

limitation of this paper is that those resumes are taken in the csv format but in the reality the resumes are always available in the 

pdf format and also the summary is generated by using the genism. 

[2] In this study the most relevant or the top candidate resumes are rated using the cosine similarity with the help of the random 

forest classifier when contracted with the different procedures it makes use of the algorithm such as the probabilistic stacked 

denoising auto-encoder (PSDAE) and another algorithm mainly a probabilistic matrix decomposition (PMF) model for the 

recommendation of the relevant resume. 

[3] In this study HDFC is proposed based on the CDL algorithm which is used to compare the resumes for the recommendation but 

the yielded accuracy is low when compared to the other algorithms. 

[4] In this study which overcomes the limitation of the traditional algorithms of filtering with the data that is available in sparse and 

cold start items it also needs large amount of data to take the input and train it. Mongo DB and were initialized on aws. The analysis 

of resume final results to a comprise a competitiveness score of education, experience, skills, and personal information. 

[5] In this study the research is done on combination of two different algorithms like the NLP and CFR. Voting classifier estimators 

have given the accuracy of 59%. The Random Forest classifier algorithm produced the best performing model for both the Job 

Satisfaction and Job Retention Model while the Spacy Phrase Matcher gave the best one for the NLP Model. 

[6] In this study the author has discussed about the Likert scale. The evaluation of the job vacancy recommendation results on the 

job applicant end was conducted through a questionnaire survey. The questionnaire was designed using a Likert scale for the 

respondents to provide their level of agreement with each item. On the 5-point Likert scale, the complete agreement is indicated as 

5, 4 indicated half agreement, 3 indicated neutral opinion, 2 indicated disagreement was indicated with 2, and 1 indicated complete 

disagreement. The total average score was 3.39 specifically the recommendation results might not have met the needs of every job 

applicant. 

The literature review articles were studied for this paper and it was discovered that many of them were a combination of more than 

two algorithms but in spite of this the accuracy yielded is very low, then some of the study suggest that the project carried out was 

Rest APi and other web applications. Also, some study has gone further for the question and answer-based application like taking 

the review from the job aspirants after the interview process is been done which is the lengthy process. 

 

In this project we have done everything to overcome the limitation from the other paper that is the input is taken as the resume 

which in the pdf format and yields the appropriate accuracy. Firstly, the system is trained with the dataset which contains the 

categories and the field so that machine learns from the training data set and when the new resume is imported and the execution of 

the program takes further process it cleans the resume with the help of text processing and the cleaned resume is taken for the further 

execution. After similarity computation is done the appropriate resume is recommended. It actually has no criteria of having more 

data to execute the recommendation of the results.  

 

III. RESEARCH GAP 

The literature review articles were studied for this paper and it was discovered that many of them were a combination of more than 

two algorithms but in spite of this the accuracy yielded is very low, then some of the study suggest that the project carried out was 

Restfull APi and other web applications. Also some study has gone further for the question and answer based application like taking 

the review from the job aspirants after the interview process is been done which is the lengthy process which did not give the 

noteworthy results. 

 

In this project we have done everything to overcome the limitation from the other paper that is the input is taken as the resume 

which in the pdf format and yields the appropriate accuracy. Firstly, the system is trained with the dataset which contains the 

categories and the field so that machine learns from the training data set and when the new resume is imported and the execution of 

the program takes further process it cleans the resume with the help of text processing and the cleaned resume is taken for the further 

execution. After similarity computation is done the appropriate resume is recommended. It actually has no criteria of having more 

data to execute the recommendation of the results. 

 

IV. MOTIVATION 
To reduce the work burden on the recruiting team and also to provide the justice to the job aspirant gives us the motivation to 

develop the recommendation system which helps the both teams to get the worth candidate and each resume received by the team 

should be screened well. For this particular project we have taken the example of the engineering candidate and the relevant resumes 

are compared based on the skills.  

 

V. OBJECTIVES 
The main objectives of this automated machine learning model include: 

• Finding the suitable candidate’s resume from the huge pool of resumes 

• Understanding of resumes of the job aspirant’s candidate. 

• Making sense of the candidate’s resume so that when they are hired the recruiter be confident that the candidate, they hired can 

do the job that is assigned to them. 
 

The proposed model will work in two steps: 

i) Firstly, preprocessing which includes Cleaning, Pickling (which keeps the track of the objects it has already serialized), 

Tokenization, Preparation, Feature extraction (TF – IDF) and feature mapping. 
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ii)Secondly the deployment and inference this includes the classifier, mathematical computation, similarity computation, 
ranking, and the suggesting of the resume which is the final result. 

 

VI. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The proposed model should be able to bifurcate the resumes based on the requirements of the recruiter the better resume 

should be suggested to the recruiter which will be able to guarantee the recruiter that the hired candidate will be capable of doing 
the job on being hired an thus the appropriate resume is recommended. 

 

VII. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

With the increase in the advancement of the research in the various filed such as artificial intelligence which led to the 

improvement of the developing of various packages which reduces the human manual work the most important library which is used 

as apart of the natural language processing in the terms of text processing which is preprocessed for the further computation of the 

tokenization of the words. Keeping into this consideration a new design is suggested with new tools and design. The suggested design 
of the working model is as given in fig 1 

 

 
 

Fig 1: System architecture 

 

This figure provides an explanation of the system’s design and operation and serves as a representation of the entire system. 

 

VIII. Hardware and software requirements 

 Hardware System Configuration 

 

Processor Above i3 

Speed 1.1 G Hz 

RAM 8 GB (min) 

Hard Disk 20 GB 

 

 

 

 Software System Configuration 

 Operating System  Windows 10 

 Technology  Machine Learning 

 IDLE  Python 3.7 or higher 

For a better understanding of machine learning e should be familiar with the python programming language. Python is a 

high-level programming language for a range of jobs (human understandable languages are High level programming 

languages which are indeed understandable by humans) 

In 1989, Guido Van Rossum created Python at the National Research Institute (NRI) in the UK. 

         Python jupyter notebook is been used for the implementation of this project. 

PYTHON JUPYTER NOTEBOOK is a open source project and is a part of Ipython kernel 
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IX. IMPLEMENTATION 

The implementation briefs about the results obtained in the phase of implementation.  

The below figures show the step-by-step execution. The below figures show the command to execute the program. 

 
Fig 2: Command to Launch the Jupyter Notebook 

 

For the execution of the program firstly will need to open the anaconda prompt which is similar to terminal or the command 

prompt(cmd).It refers to a black screen used to type in the commands by the user which can be downloaded by a conda using a 

GUI. 

 

 
Fig 3: Jupyter Notebook runs successfully 

Just by giving the command jupyter notebook in the anaconda prompt the jupyter notebook launches successfully and a new tab or 

the window pops up for the execution of the project
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Fig 4: Jupyter Notebook runs successfully and is accessible 

A particular folder is created by choosing the option as NEW and select a new folder so that all the related files are kept in the 

particular for the execution of the program 

 

 

 
Fig 5: Displays the contents of the folder which are needed to be in single folder for the execution of the program 

 

 

The related files like for in our case like the datasets, resumes which are used for the execution of the programs for reading the 
data values and evaluation of the results. 

 

 
 

Fig 6: Displays the field of cleaned resumes 

 

Fig 7: Classification of resumes based on the different categories 
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Fig 8: Total number of records of each category 

 

 

Fig 9: Distribution of various areas of records based on count 

 

 

 
Fig 10: Text mining process on resume dataset 
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Fig 11: Total number of counts based on resumes 

 

 
Fig 12: Dictionary of skills 

 

 
Fig 13: Dialog box to enter the resume name 
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Fig 14: Resume name being entered 

 

 

 
 

Fig 15: Decomposition by areas of resume A of an engineering candidate  

 

 

  

 

Fig 16: Decomposition by areas of resume B of an engineering candidate  

Fig 16: shows the results of the recommended resume, where each resume is been mapped with the terms mentioned in the dictionary 

and then later on computation is done based on the dictionary terms of the individual resume and finally the resumes are compared 

with each other which inhibits the result of the cosine similarity found between the skills of the individual resumes.   
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Fig 17: Recommends the appropriate resume 

 

X. CONCLUSION 

Many applications are received by the HR team and the recruitment team or organization for job vacancy opening. Searching the 

suitable or the appropriate candidate’s resume from the huge pack of resumes is a monotonous task for any hiring team nowadays. 

The process of screening the candidate’s resume is manual, time consuming, and waste of resources of the HR team. To overcome  

this issue, the proposed machine learning model is automated which recommends suitable candidate’s resume to the recruiter based 

on given job requirements. The initial step towards building this model includes the cleaning of the resumes, which is quite important 

since a resume includes various irrelevant information, punctuation marks, special characters and so on which might cause the 

processing time delayed. Since the text mining process is approached for the cleaning of the resumes with the help of the NLTK 

library this task of cleaning resumes becomes easier. Another fact is that it will recommend the resume based on feature mapping 

done with the relevant areas of filed dictionary terms. With the help of the dictionaries list of all important features related to the 

particular areas are mapped with the relevant field of the job description and the results are depicted with the help of the pie chart 

and thus recommends the suitable resume to the recruiter. The proposed approach effectively captures the resume insights, their 

semantics and yielded an accuracy of 0.99 %. The proposed model is able to bifurcate the appropriate resume and recommends the 

suitable resume from the list of resumes. 

 

XI. FUTURE SCOPE 

Scheduling of the interview can be implemented as the future scope 
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